A brief overview of the deposition and properties of YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) based heterostructures is presented. Emphasis is placed on the assessment of the deposition process and the properties of practical thin films and heterostructures of layered oxides. Besides a reference to the literature we present our recent results concerning deposition, structural and magnetic properties of YΒa2Cu3OT/RE1-χΑxΜnO3 (YBCO/REMO) heterostructures.
Introduction
The discovery of high transition temperature superconductivity (HTSC) in copper oxides renewed interest in employing superconducting thin films in basic research and application. Utilization of this potential requires a well-controlled reliable superconducting thin films technology and heterostructures composed of materials with metallic, semiconducting, insulating, ferroelectric or magnetic properties. Several types of YBCO based heterostructures were prepared such as YBCO/PrBCO [1] [2] [3] , YBCO/NdCeCuO [4] , DyBaCuO/SrCaRuO [5] , YBCO/ BaTiO [6, 7] and YBCO/REMO [8] [9] [10] .
More recently, a ferroelectric type of (Pb,Βa,Sr)(Ti,Zr)O3 [11-13] compounds has been extensively studied because of the potential application in non-volatile memory devices, dielectric capacitors and electrooptics. For such devices a large remanent switchable polarization of ferroelectric material is used. Optical and electric properties and the Curie point can be tailored by partially replacing the Bat+ ions by Sr2+ ions over a broad range of x from 0 to 1. In oxide perovskites mobile oxygen and related defects are believed to play an important role in electrical properties.
The discovery of high temperature superconductivity in hole doped copper oxides has renewed interest in RΕ1-xΑxMnO3 (REMO) systems for which a giant magnetoresistance transport (GMR) effect have been reported. An extremely large GMR effect has been measured in LaCaMnO [14, 15] and NdSrMnO [16] thin fllms. In these compositions the GMR effect occurs naturally. The origin of GMR effects is not well established. However, it is well known that metal-semiconductor transitions spontaneously occur at temperatures below such transitions. The substitution of RE = La or Nd ions by di-valent ions A = Ca, Sr or Ba creates in the transition metal oxides a mixed valence state for Mn, i.e. Mn 3 + and Mn4+. It is believed that for certain concentrations a ferromagnetic interaction takes place between these ions through a double exchange interaction [17] . This fact explains the coexistence of ferromagnetism and metallic like conductivity in the perovskite compounds. Electronic properties and structures of such strongly correlated electron systems such hole doped Mn oxides, therefore critically depend on the band filling. That is why, in both above discussed cases the preparation conditions such as, deposition temperature, partial oxygen pressure, post annealing process, etc., will have a strong influence on their electronic properties.
In this paper we present results on the structural and magnetic properties of YBCO/LCMO and YBCO/NSMO heterostructures. Such systems should be useful for studying the influence of decoupling on flux line lattice dynamics between YBCO sublayers by the "spacer" with ferromagnetic properties.
Experiment
. Thin films and heterostructures were prepared by high pressure d.c. sputtering [3, 9, 10] method from stoichiometric YBa2Cu3O7 , La067Ca0.33MnO3 and Nd0.68Sr0.33MnO3 targets. The deposition of the fllms was carried out on (100) SrΤiO3 and (100) LaΑlO3 substrates using a platinum strip heater, whose temperature was set at 9000C to 9300C. This corresponds to a temperature of the substrate of about 7500C. After deposition the films were cooled to about 5950C and kept at this temperature for about 20 min. The phase composition and the structure of the deposited heterostructures and thin films were determined using X-ray diffraction (Co Kα). Temperature and field dependence of the magnetic moment have been measured using a SQUID magnetometer.
Results
In Fig. 1 For thicker YBCO sublayers the resistance above Τ -onset shows metallic-like behaviour, whereas for thinner YBCO the resistance above Τ -onset is semiconductor-like, i.e. dominated by the LCMO system. In both cases below Τ^-οnset the resistance does not reach zero, similar as it was observed for the trilayer structure [18] . Such a residual resistance below T-onset suggests some degree of interdiffusion between the YBCO and LCMO sublayers, presumeably of Ca into YBCO.
In Fig. 2a the relation of the magnetic moment vs. magnetic field is plotted showing a typical hysteresis curve of a ferromagnetically ordered material. Figure 2b presents the zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetic moment of the LCMO film at 800 Oe in a wide temperature range.
In Fig. 3a measurements of the magnetic moment vs. magnetic field for YBCO/LCMO multilayer show diamagnetism for the magnetic field below 100 Oe and ferromagnetic order in higher flelds. This result indicates the coexistence of superconductivity and ferromagnetic order in the total volume of the multilayer.
In order to avoid interdiffusion we have chosen to study another system, i.e. a YBCO/NSMO. In Fig. 4 an X-ray diagram of a NSMO film, a YBCO/NSMO bilayer and YBCO/NSMO superlattice is presented. These results show epitaxial growth of NSMO films. For the YBCO/NSMO superlattíce third order satellites are seen indicating a good structural order. We have observed that the lattice parameter of the NSMO fllms depends on their thickness. Such a behaviour is due to some differences in the lattice parameters of the LaΑ1O3 substrate (a = 3.79 Å) and NSMO system. The X-ray analysis of the bulk NSMO compound shows a perovskite-like structure with the lattice parameter α = 3.86 Å.
Based on the X-ray diffraction pattern we have obtained the lattice parameter for the sample Nd2 αl = 3.894Å (perpendicular to the substrate). Assuming that the volume of the NSMO unit cell is the same in bulk as in a thin fllm form we have calculated the lattice parameter parallel to the substrate surface to be α|| = 3.843 Å. Similar considerations for the YBCO/NSMO bilayer give α┴ = 3.941Å and η = 3.82 Å , respectively. The resistance transitions for the samples presented in Table are shown in Fig. 5 . Only the superlattice NdY8 shows a semiconductor-like behaviour and some residual resistance below Τ -onset. Such a behaviour could be due to some imperfection of the interface between the YBCO and NSMO sublayers. In Fig. 6 we present the field dependence of the magnetic moment of a NSMO thin fllm at two different temperatures. The magnetic moment shows the hysteresis typical for a ferromagnetícally ordered material.
Magnetic moment vs. magnetic fleld data of YBCO/NSMO superlattice are presented in Fig. 7 . The shape of the m(H) curve is a result of a superposition of superconducting and ferromagnetic hysteresis curves. This result conflrms the coexistence of superconductivity and ferromagnetic order in the total volume of the heterostructure, where superconductivity is associated with the YBCO sublayer and ferromagnetism with the NSMO sublayer.
This result indicates the coexistence of both counteracting phenomena on submesoscopic scale (perpendicular to the substrate surface) in the total volume of the samples.
In some way it resembles the results of measurements of HoΜo 6 S8 films [19] . Although the mechanism of coexistence in both systems is different the response of the YBCO/NSMO heterostructure to the external magnetic field is the same, i.e. below the superconducting transitions the system shows a ferromagnetic order. In HoΜo6S8 compound the superconducting state is associated with d-electrons (Mo) and the ferromagnetic order with f-electrons (Ho), however below the socalled re-entrant transition a domain-type coexistence is possible. In the case of YBCO/NSMO heterostructures the superconducting state is associated with the YBCO sublayer and the ferromagnetic order with the NSMO sublayer.
In summary we have prepared YBCO/REMO superlattices with a good structural order. Magnetic measurements show a coexistence of superconductivity and the ferromagnetic order in the total volume of heterostructures, where the superconducting state is related to the YBCO sublayers and the ferromagnetic order to the REMO sublayers.
